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Abstract
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not be counteracted single-handedly. We may
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Bringing the state back in to the
         
does help to prevent the global
political economy from tilting too
much toward the market.
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of the crisis is that the student loan debt (due
to substantial reduction of federal and state
budgets) has gone over US$ one trillion in the
United States. The situation in the UK is nowhere better because of the charging of £9,000
for the undergraduate tuition fees amongst the
UK and EU students.
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the state is being challenged. For those who
studied globalization, we sometimes were told
that nation-states have been subordinated to
           
world economic forces will be inevitable. In
many cases, globalization means more than
the information overload and the shrinking of
distance. It can also mean the limitation of the
states and the augmentation of market forces.
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Going back to the tax havens, for instance, to
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The Wall Street Journal, 10 March
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UK government was hugely embarrassed by
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the scandals from Google, Amazon and Star-

2016).
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The Guardian, 6 December

terms of tax avoidance.10 To show some mer-

2012 [www.theguardian.com/busi-
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guarding their hard-earned money under the
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" !     ing global inequality given her economic success and the tremendous foreign reserves that
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management team, the CIC is managed by a

economy. This is a win-win situation.
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ally describes state-owned or state-controlled
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investment banks, world organizations, etc.13
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(2009), p. 337 and CIC web site:

For instance, in May 2008 (before Lehman
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egorise, most of the SWFs are commodity
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48 studied overseas, ten had overseas citizen-
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ber 2009), the total

as Norway and Russia also contribute a lot to
the SWFs in the world economy. However,
the SWFs in China are non-commodity based,
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being of the Chinese economy.
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&  W         eign wealth funds in the world) estimated that
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about US$7 trillion assets in total. Amongst
!   8 "  !  &  !ration (CIC) and The State Administration of
Foreign Exchange (SAFE) had US$747 billion
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much greater than the majority of the individuals, mostly the general salary earners, workers,
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Can China play some role in
reducing global inequality given
her economic success and the
tremendous foreign reserves that
she has been generating?

number working in
the CIC increased
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advanced degrees,
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Friedrich Wu, Christine Goh and
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Ruchi Hajela, ‘China Investment

because of their size and the nature as gov-

in Hong Kong recruited Professor Laurence

Corporation’s Post-Crisis Investment
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Lau, the former Vice-Chancellor of the Chi-

Strategies.’ World Economics 12(3)

According to Benjamin J. Cohen, Louis G.

nese University of Hong Kong, to be their

(2011), p. 128.

Lancaster Professor of International Political

 

More recently, its sub-branch
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CEO. In other words, CIC is trying to build

Economy at the University of California, San-
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tinguish them from the reserves of the central

fairs Vol. 85, No.(2009), p. 715.

bank.16 Also, Jonathan Kirshner, after studying
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Benjamin J. Cohen, ‘Sovereign
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the SWFs closely, believes that the SWFs are
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human resources markets.
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in and of themselves for questions of national
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The Dog that Will Refuse to Bark’
Geopolitics, 14:2 (2009), p. 306.

mean that the Chinese government will move
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global inequality. In other words, Chinese

to come to the aid of global inequality. What
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Revolutions (Cambridge: Cambridge
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University Press, 1979).

Theda Skocpol, States and Social

dealing with the global inequality?
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World Bank Overview, 18 Sep-
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Bringing the Chinese SWFs back to the global

tember 2015 [http://www.worldbank.

nancial crisis and more recently in the global

economy dialogue suggests a global trans-

org/en/country/china/overview]

  

formation through social re-engineering and

(accessed 25 March 2016).
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China has not been a stranger to social trans-

The next question obviously should be where

formation in her own history.18 The World
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global market because the global market is in
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The Chinese government is
interested in African resources,
oil from the Middle East and raw
materials from Latin America.
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such as good infrastructures will certainly be
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government (US and UK are just two obvious
cases) can do to retrieve the tax, leading either to resort to increasing borrowing or to cut
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infrastructure is a clear target because of the
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[http://www.brookings.edu/blogs/

      

Even the Brookings Institute, the largest think

the-avenue/posts/2015/03/06-amer-

only. Now, Chinese investors also see a need
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icas-infrastructure-woes-puentes]
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a sign of this determination, the China Invest-

Brookings Institute, 2 March 2015,

hosted by a British comedian, John Oliver,

ditionally, Chinese involvement in overseas
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Financial Times, 27 November
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fairs and social issues) in drawing attention

2011 [http://www.ft.com/cms/s/0/
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to the crumbling of the US infrastructure in

e3c5aacc-18ed-11e1-92d8-

(PPP) in the UK infrastructure sector as an eq-

their 2015 article.20 The US faces a critical

00144feabdc0.html#axzz441eje8Ny]

uity investor.’22 Similar sentiments on China’s

(accessed 26 March 2016)

interest in UK infrastructure were reiterated by
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the Federal government lacks the necessary

5    5 Q"  $Q % 22

Ibid.

US economy has still not fully recovered from

23

South China Morning Post, 17
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December 2012, p. B3.

Nevertheless, why are the Chinese SWFs

24

interested in infrastructure in the West? The

line between courting and kowtow-

* (

Chinese government is interested in African

ing’ Financial Times, 19-20 October
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resources, oil from the Middle East and raw

2013, p. 13.

ing’ is very often denoting the general anxi-
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      23 However,
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materials from Latin America. Therefore,

   

the motivation behind China’s investment in
  

ety or dismay of the British toward Chinese
investment.24 They mainly regarded China as

           

25

and attracted lots of Chinese investment. Yet,

fensive: How China’s Soft Power
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is Transforming the World (New

the currency of threat. According to most com-

generate different things to the Chinese gov-

Haven: Yale University Press 2007)
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Joshua Kurlantzick, Charm Of-

ernment. In a Financial Times article written
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the UK and the general investment should be

of the CIC, he reiterated China’s interest in
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  %%% ware of managerial knowhow that China has
been urging for so many years without much
  8

"  _ 5  % 

visit to the UK in October 2015, China ended
     ]    
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 ?  # "
     ^  Q ? 
in the UK gradually realised that China was
not only very keen on investing in various in     "# 
     



 "ning and management
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tential concerns. But, the alarming scenarios
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        * ment due to having lots of stakes in the UK
infrastructure may be too cynical without clear
examination of the reasons behind CIC’s investment in UK infrastructure. To start with,
CIC investing in infrastructure of the West in
   *     vide a stable and sustainable stream of income
   % -

The alarming scenarios of one day
China being able to exercise political
 (     " " )*
government due to having lots of stakes
in the UK infrastructure may be too
cynical without clear examination of the
reasons behind CIC’s investment in UK
infrastructure.

of

  

As we have
mentioned earlier, the West
(more

nar-

rowly referring
to the US and
the UK in our
current

dis-

cussion)

suf-

jects. Second, the more conservative invest-
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ment in the infrastructural sector could also be

           

due to the lessons learnt from its huge losses of

faced the immediate challenge, and we have
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already witnessed the closing down, mergers

the 2007 investment in Blackstone in the US.

and bailing out of those investment banks, in-
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frastructure collaboration between the Chinese

But, the aftermath effects of those substantial

government and the UK allows China to be
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the salaried workers. The facilitation of a re-
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as contractor.
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Investing in western infrastructure is strategically important to China.
 #  -
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gent need is for investment to be channelled

(Beijing: Renminchubanshe 1993),

towards the economic sectors that can turn

p. 32.

Deng Xiaoping Wenxuan, Vol. 3

around quickly. Infrastructure, however, is by
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about how to make use of western knowledge
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Time [http://content.time.com/time/
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years if not decades before investment in in-

specials/packages/article/0,28804,
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frastructure can generate income and return.
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 26 Judging by the CIC’s interest
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in the infrastructure in the UK and the West in

rely on infrastructure regularly, such as the
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with Deng’s economic theory.

infrastructure, they can get back to their own
life most easily and to meet other day-to-day
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needs. The investment in infrastructure from
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ment in the infrastructure in the UK and the
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be generated. The aforementioned discussion

have already demonstrated earlier that invest-

has already indicated that tax havens are very

ing in western infrastructure is strategically
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na needs some leverage in order to offset such
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image liabilities. Moreover, after the 2008-09
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er’s, theory. Deng transformed China through
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more than US$1.7 trillion dollar-denominat-
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ed debt.27 Nevertheless, the logic of blaming

remarkably transformed China’s economic

China is not overwhelmingly convincing be49
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Deng Xiaoping with US President Jimmy Carter in 1979.

cause had it not been China, there could have
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      *Z* 
      
remotely unrelated.
China’s SWFs are relatively new to the world.
CIC has less than 10 years of history. The
#      !na’s investment arms through the SWFs. Yet,
other more successful SWFs, for instance Sin       
50
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China’s economic openness will
be maintained, especially in terms
of economic integration between
China and the world economy.
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Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB)
was conceived. On 24 October 2014 during
the signing ceremony of the memorandum of
the AIIB in Beijing, 57 nations from the devel #     #   
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(GIC) or Temasek Holdings, have had long and
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Norway’s Government Pension Fund has been

struction of Power and the Struggle
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for the East Asian International
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Order (Basingstoke: Palgave 2016),

If China can make a case through the use of

pp. 97-99.
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SWFs to bring investment in infrastructure

ing members of the AIIB, China’s economic

and reduction of global inequality together,
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founding CEO and Chairman of the CIC be-

an annual basis, such an alternative model

came the Minister of Finance of China from
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2013 to 2016. From managing the CIC to
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will create a very distinctive feature of Chi-
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the CIC is by no means an un-related factor

relations with the world economy. Fighting
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against global inequality was mentioned by Xi

Minister of China. Furthermore, Jin Liqun, the
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2013. Bringing back the state through the in-

CIC between 2008-2013, was also elected as

vestment of the SWFs to the equation between
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infrastructure and global inequality reduction
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economic integration between China and the

unique characteristics.

#   "  gic investment thinking behind the SWFs can
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and infrastructure together has already been
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facilitate China’s future economic orientation
and image-building.
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